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High quality Sun Nail Dryer Distributor 
Wholesale original Sun9 Nail Dryer 24w 18 pcs placed Leds surrounding your nail 
and dry it in all angle. The lamp Sun9c is a power cord connection product and 
Sun9s with a micro usb port and you can use a cellphone Android cable to connect 
it with power bank,computers or chargers. Sunuv is an professional producer of 
UV gel nail lamps and Sun9 Nail Dryer is great. We have good prices on them as a 
wholesaler buyer. We constantly continually give you essentially the most 
conscientious client provider, plus the widest variety of designs and styles with 
finest materials. These initiatives include the availability of customized designs 
with speed and dispatch for Short Lead Time for China Sun Nail Dryer Beautiful 
Colorful Best UV Nail Dryer, Our corporation eagerly looks ahead to setting up 
long-term and helpful enterprise partner interactions with clients and businessmen 
from all around the earth. Short Lead Time for China Nail Dryer and LED Nail Lamp 
price, Besides strong technical strength, we also introduce advanced equipment 
for inspection and conduct strict management. All the staff of our company 
welcome friends both at home and abroad to come for visits and business on the 
basis of equality and mutual benefit. If you are interested in any of our objects, 
remember to feel free to contact us for quotation and product details. 

 

Sun Nail Dryer 

Sun Nail Dryer placed Leds surrounding your nail 

and dry it in all angle. Portable and easy to use. 

Sun9 Nail Dryer can automatically sense your finger 

and turn it on or off. Each time you press the switch, 

you can start Sun9 Nail Dryer for thirty seconds. Fit 

the whole hand and foot. Work well for all gel 

polishes, such as led gel, uv gel, gel builder. No 

need to change any lamp bulbs. Sun9 Nail Dryer 

fast and comfortable. It is low wattage but quick-

drying which can shorten your curing time by 50% 

or overheat than others dryers. 
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Sun9 Nail Dryer including: 
1x SUN9C 24W nail lamp 

1x Power adapter (US plug) 

1x Nail polish application 

1x User manual 

1. Product Introduction of Sun9 Nail Dryer with 33 pcs 

LED beads 

* Portable and easy to use 
* Auto sensor and turn on automatically (work for 99 seconds) when put your hand/foot 
inside and turn off after taking it out. 

* One button design, press the button, press it once for 30s, twice for 60s and a third time 
to turn it off. 

* Fit the whole hand and foot, no need to do thumb separately. 

* Work well for all gel polishes, such as led gel, uv gel, gel builder. 
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* 18pcs long-lasting 50000hrs lifetime LED beads. 

* No need to change any lamp bulbs. 

FAST AND COMFORTABLE 

It is low wattage but quick-drying which can shorten your curing time by 50% or overheat 
than others dryers. Quick and quiet, NO NEED ANY FANS! 

PROFESSIONAL AND CURING ALMOST ALL NAIL GELS 

LED gels, UV gels, including Hard Gels, buildings, sculpture gel, gem glue etc..No brand 
requirements though. Easy to use. 

 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Original Sun9 Nail 

Dryer 48W Sun2C nail lamp with 33 pcs LED beads 

wavelength Official wavelength Manufacturer Sun2 Sun2c 
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Sale type Wholesale sunuv nail dryer OEM and ODM Packing,Logo   

3. User manual 

Using step of Sun9 Nail Dryer 

1. Apply a layer of the Gel Polishes according to its usage instructions to the clean, dry 
nail without touching the cuticle or skin alongside the nails. 

2. Use the appropriate timer(30s/60s) as per your gel polish's requirements. 

3. Please note that curing time vary based on gel polish brand. SUNUV SUN9C works for 
all kinds of gel polishes, not for regular nail polish (regular polish use air dries or fan). 

4. If gel polish is a little sticky after curing, please wipe your nails with a gentle cleanser 
or rubbing alcohol to get rid of the sticky residue left behind.5.Drying complete,Close 
lamp. Please don’t use it for a very long time,It may smelling when continue using for 
many hours.User should know how to keep it from maintain. 

 

Product name OEM Sun9c fast curing lamp 

Leds 18 bulbs 

Wired or wireless With ac adapter or Micro usb cable 

Life time Around 50000h 
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Atocnail part number Sun ninth generation 

Color White 

Output 100-240Vac 50/60Hz 1A 

Product size 210*120*80mm 
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4. Product Details of Sun9 Nail Dryer 

【Curing Most Nail Gel Polishes】 This nail uv light can fast curing with all nail gel 
brand, e.g.Base Coat, Top Coat, Color Gel, Hard Gels, Builder, acrylic, sculpture gel, 
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gem glue etc. (not for regular nail polish)No bottom plate, cures 5 fingernails or toenails 
at the same time. 

 

5. Product Qualification of Sun Nail Dryer 

We supply 12 months guarantee for manicure light dryer. 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Sun Nail Dryer 

Delivery: Air 

Deliver time: 1-15 days 
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Price item: FOB or CIF landed 

7. FAQ 

Will you price lower than official Sunuv? 
Yes we could provide a better price in large quantity wholesale. 

What’s the shipping method you use? 
We use air shipping direct to airport, and provide door to door service.You can also get 
nail lamps by yourself that not use additional delivery. 
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